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ABSTRACT

The program of workshops on photonics and optoinformatics was created at Department of Photonics and Optical Information Technologies in ITMO University by specialists in scientific and educational areas. These workshops are carried out for students of the best schools of Saint-Petersburg specialized in physics and mathematics, such as Gubernatorial Lyceum and Presidential Lyceum, and best schools of Russia. Every year about 500 of school students come to our workshops, including Annual summer educational practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The educational program “Optoinformatics in secondary school” was organized in 2003 year under the personal supervision of Head of Department of Photonics and Optical Information Technologies. Initially, this program consisted of three cycles for school students of different age and level of training. The first cycle consisted of acquaintance with optical phenomena, the second cycle covered the basics of laser technology and optical physics and the third cycle was dedicated to the basics of optoinformatics. Over time, the approach to work with students and the program itself changed several times, which eventually led to the development in 2009 of the program of workshops, which is actual to this day.

2. WORKSHOPS ON PHOTONICS AND OPTOINFORMATICS

Workshops on photonics and optoinformatics are new and effective form of work with secondary school students. The program of such workshops was developed by scientific staff of Department of Photonics and Optical Information Technologies of ITMO University. Lectures attract attention of school students to the area of activity connected with scientific and technical direction “Photonics and Optoinformatics” and inspire them to study this scientific and technical area. Practical classes give school students practice of working with devices that are used in modern laboratories of Department and demonstrate the possibilities of modern technologies in given area. All workshops are adapted to the level of school student’s knowledge. Workshops are carried out on 4 main areas:

“Quantum Informatics”: lecture gives information about principles and application of new branch of science devoted to usage of quantum objects for processing and transmitting of information. During practical class each participant has opportunity to send and receive secret message by setup of quantum cryptography and manually compare the result;

“Terahertz optics and Biomedicine”: the lecture reviews the principles of generation of terahertz radiation, shows mechanisms of interaction between terahertz radiation and biological objects. During practical class school students take part in workshop on terahertz spectroscopy of biological objects and metamaterials;

“Femtosecond optics and Femtotechnologies”: lecture presents the principles of generation of femtosecond pulsed radiation with wide possibilities of its usage. Practical class demonstrates how real setup on the analysis of food products really works;

“Applied holography”: lecture gives an overview of holographic method of recording and reconstruction of information and the most perspective applications. In addition, the latest researches in the area of applications of holographic method are discussed, and an overview of existing and emerging materials for holography is given, giving the opportunity not only to assess the physics of the process but also understand the technical difficulties and challenges that exist today in this scientific area. At practical class each participant could record display hologram and take it as a present from laboratory.

Workshops on photonics and optoinformatics are carrying out regularly in the form of short term educational program during one week several times a year.
3. **ANNUAL SUMMER EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE**

All these workshops are included into the program of Annual summer educational practice of secondary school students. During this practice, school students can also attend additional workshop "Nanomaterials and nanotechnologies" and see nano-objects that are used in the mathematical apparatus and in the experiments. As example, they can see analyzer of sizes of nanoparticles and stand of digital holographic interferometry, and get ensured that the modern practical physics is able to assess the properties of the object and to carry out measurements even in the nanometer scale.²

![Figure 2. Manukhin Boris, researcher of Department of Photonics and Optical Information Technologies, explain the principles of working of stand of digital holographic interferometry.](image2.jpg)

This practice is holding annually from 2003 year and among participants of it are students of the best schools of Saint-Petersburg, such as Gubernatorial Lyceum and Presidential Lyceum, and some foreign countries.
The results of work with school students were presented on International Conference “Physics in the system of modern education” and on HOPE annual forum: Inspiring young people to study physics, Helsinki, Finland. The problems of inspiring school students to study physics were also discussed on Meeting of Work Group 3 in Dublin, Ireland.
In 2017 Department of Photonics and Optical Information Technologies of ITMO University is getting ready to welcome new school students at Annual summer educational practice.
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